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Looking for information about SCSU programs?

www.S tCloud State.edu

Thank you lo the hundreds of alumni, former faculty members and friends of the university across the country who
gathered with us to enjoygreat hockeyaction and a great rivalry-Huskies vs. Gophers.
The locotions of the events may have been different, scottered throughout the country, but the excitement of
cheering on our team was the some no matter where the game was enjoyed. The combination of Husky hockeyand
socializing with friends just connol be beat.

We hope to see you all again next year
for National Husky Night Out 2003!
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SCSU is an affirmative action/ equal opportun ity
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Biology department receives greenhouse
The biology department's greenhouse space has increased
more than 25 percent, thanks to a donation made by the
international business, Cargill.
A greenhouse and two climate<antrolled environmental growth
chambers were donated to SCSU alter Cargill discontinued its
line of naturally-based fertilizer products for which the research
facilities were used.
"Although Cargill no longer has a need for these research
facilities, they're in excellent condition and can serve
as an excellent learning laboratory," said Catherine Gump,
Cargill's vice president far strategic account management.
"We know that St. Cloud State students and
faculty will make good use of them."

"The facilities will benefit the biology program enormously,"
said SCSU biology chair David DeGroote, noting that
the high-quality equipment will benefit research endeavors
at the University.
"The two plant growth chambers, which have never even been
used, will allow for precise control of growing conditions for
research by our students and our faculty," DeGroote said.
In addition to the greenhouse and growth chambers,
the donation includes an automatic watering system,
a carbon dioxide spraying system and high-intensity lamps.

MnSCU selects
new Chancellor
Since being selected as chancellor of the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
(MnSCU) in a unanimous vote by the Board of Trustees,
James McCormick has been busy. He has visited
campuses, met with legislators in their home districts and
worked on strategic planning with the newly-created Citizens
Advisory Council.
" I am excited , indeed, gratified, to be given the opportunity to lead the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities," McCormick said. " I look forward
to the tremendous challenges that lie ahead , but I am realistically sobered by them ,
too. I will need to be vigorous in my actions and draw upon all of my experiences in
higher education to provide the best leadership possible for the people of Minnesota."
McCormick, 62, had been chancellor of the State System of Higher Education
for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania since the system was created in 1983.
The Pennsylvania system is similar in scope to the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities with 14 universities, 95,000 students, four two-year branch campuses
and an annual operating budget of $1 billion.
4

McCormick was president of Bloomsburg
University of Pennsylvania in Bloomsburg
from 1973 to 1983 and served as
a professor and administrator for
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
for the previous eight years. Prior to that,
he worked as an assistant superintendent,
high school administrator and teacher in
Pennsylvania public schools.
McCormick earned a bachelor's degree
from Indiana University of Pennsylvania
in Indiana, Penn. He holds a master's of
education and a doctorate in education
administration from the University of
Pittsburgh.
" I am very honored," McCormick said.
"I will seek to create an environment
across the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system where talented people
can work together and feel empowered
to create a unified organization,
remembering that we must always be
accountable to the citizens. We'll do
everything we know how to do to serve
the people of Minnesota and the
campuses well."

Engineering department adds programs, gains distinction
A survey of more than 200 local and Twin Cities businesses, as well as SCSU alumni,
faculty and students, revealed there is a big demand for mechanical engineers.

To help fill that need, SCSU has added programs to its already impressive engineering
department, making it the only one in the state with both mechanical and
manufacturing engineering programs.
The new mechanical engineering program , which focuses an thermal sciences and
mechanical design, complements SCSU's existing manufacturing engineering program.
The focus of the latter is the entire manufacturing process from design through
production and management.
SCSU, which currently graduates about 10 manufacturing engineers a
expects to graduate about 20 mechanical engineers annually.

year,

"The global marketplace is very competitive," said Dr. Steven Covey,
who chairs the mechanical and manufacturing engineering departments.
" Engineering is becoming more and more critical as a way to deliver
the best product at the lowest price."
Master of science degree programs in both mechanical engineering
and manufacturing engineering are now being developed with plans
to offer the first master-level courses during fall 2002.
Other programs added to the engineering department include
a bachelor of science degree in computer engineering and
a master's degree in electrical engineering.

New Husky Bookstore open
SCSU's on-campus bookstore has received a face-lilt, so ta speak. Not only has the
bookstore changed ownership, but it has changed locations as well. The new Husky
Bookstore can be found on the newly renovated ground floor of Centennial Hall.
e, an attractive open layout including hardwood floors ond lots of red and
overs more than 16,500 feet. Distinctive feotures include a SCSU Husky

on the ceiling aoove the apparel section and a lounge area ovoilable to
in the book section.
e bookstore items a
arel hangs on th

Textbooks line the shelves and officially-

ithout setting loot inside the store.
www.husky.bkstr.com. An online
Web site soon . Until then , Husky
d at all home Husky athletic games.

St. Cloud State University's Anderson Entrepreneurial Center has moved to a new
location off campus , filling about 6 ,000 square feet of the new 15,000 square foot
Minnesota Center for Business Development in St. Cloud.
" Movement to an off-campus site has been a part of the vision since the Entrepreneurial
Center's inception," said Ken Maddux, Center director. " Now we can more easily
serve as a conduit between the resources of SCSU and the community and region. "

The Center's new location offers both
students and community members a
variety of benefits. There are four new
state-of-the-art classrooms which , starting
last fall , are home to the Herberger
College of Business MBA program
courses. The Anderson Center has plans
to host regular business events, seminars,
courses and services.
The Minnesota Center for Business
Development is the result of a partnership
between Anderson Entrepreneurial Center
and the Minnesota Business Finance
Corporation. "The shared location, along
with tenant business, Minnesota Project
Innovation, offers a new and exciting
concept in economic development, as it
brings together a host of business services
all under one roof," Maddux said .

Anderson Entrepreneurial Center
~l (J,1{)J',!\lll,,1vr "'H
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SCSU offers new nursing program
SCSU is working to alleviate the emerging nursing
shortage in central and rural Minnesota by offering a new
nursing program.
"The need is intense," said Susan Johnson Warner, who joined SCSU
as Nursing Initiatives Director a year and a half ago.
Students may choose from two options within the newly created SCSU program .
The first option offers a four-year Bachelor of Science degree program in
nursing. The second is an accelerated (15-month) baccalaureate nursing
program for those who already have a degree in another area. This will be
the only program in the state to offer an accelerated nursing program .
It is a sense of responsibility to the community and to Minnesota which
spurs this program development. "As a university of our size and
quality," said SCSU President Roy H. Saigo, "we consider it our
responsibility to respond ta the educational needs of our area and
the entire state."
The SCSU nursing program has been approved by the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system.
After receiving Minnesota Board of Nursing
approval early in December, SCSU
enrolled its first nursing students for
the spring semester 2002
start of classes.

Renovation in Halenbeck Hall complete
Husky home court is all new now that the long-awaited
Halenbeck Hall gymnasium renovation has been
completed .
An attractive mix of cardinal red sidelines, a center court
logo, and new Blizzard logos along the basketball endcourt lines complete the feeling of Husky pride .
The gym 's lower-level seating has been redone to include
comfortable fold-up, seat-back chairs. New bench
seating was installed in all other lower level seating
areas, allowing the flexibility to install seat-back chairs
in the future .
The men 's and women 's basketball, women 's volleyball
and men 's wrestling teams will utilize the renovated
fa ci lity. Contact the SCSU Athletic Ticket Office to
purchase season tickets, 255-2137.
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SCSU expands Teacher of Color project
St. Cloud State University is expanding its Teacher of
Color Project, which helps students of color pay
for college in return for a two-year commitment
to teach in an area school district.
Eleven Central Minnesota school districts have
recently become a part of the collaboration
begun by SCSU and the St. Cloud school
district. The collaboration is designed to bring
into the classroom teachers who reflect the
experiences and perspectives of a broad range of
racial , ethnic and socio-economic groups.
Students in the Teachers of Color program have access to mentoring and
part-time employment in addition to the full range of SCSU programs that
support diversity. The program also helps with employment searches for
spouses or family members of married students.
The premise of the program is simple, according to Les Green, director
of the office of cultural diversity in the SCSU College of Education .
After 2-4 years of living, studying and
working in Central Minnesota,
possibly having a spouse employed
here, or children in day care
and/ or the schools , " it's our
hope new teachers of color
will be comfortable enough
to stay in this area to
launch their careers. "
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SCSU and community
partnership recognized
A partnership of St. Cloud State
University's College of Education,
College of Science & Engineering and
St. Cloud Area School District #7 42 has
been named the 18th member of the
National Network for Educational
Renewal (NNER), a prestigious
educational organization .
The partnership is the first in Minnesota ,
the first in the Midwest, and the second
to be added to NNER since 1990.
The joint effort offers teachers-in-training
practical field experience in quality
schools through a system of practicum
sites, student teaching centers and
professional development schools. The
partnership has a philosophy similar to
that of NNER, with the basic assumption
that we will not have better schools
without better teachers, and we will not
have better teachers without better
schools in which teachers can learn,
practice and develop.
"This mark of excellence," SCSU
President Roy H. Saigo said of the
NNER honor, "recognizes the
work this university and its
professional development partners
are doing to change the way
teachers are prepared for the
21st Century."

St. Cloud State University
students named Page Scholars
Twelve outstanding SCSU students have been selected
by the Page Education Foundation as Page Scholars
for 2001 .
Through the Page Scholars program , college students
of color receive an educational grant of $1 ,200 $1 ,700. In return , these recipients must volunteer two hours
each week during the school year to community service
projects involving younger children of color in the K-Bth grades.
Page Scholar Joseph Titus, junior, volunteers his Saturday mornings
with Husky Hotshots, a basketball camp for children at SCSU. He
plans to volunteer his time in other ways as well , although he has not
decided his next volunteer venture. Page Scholars are expected , he said ,
to provide reports of their volunteer activities.
The Page Education Foundation was created by former Minnesota Viking and Hall of Fame
football player, Alan Page, to encourage Minnesota's youth of color to continue their education
beyo nd high school. It offers partial scholarships, mentoring and service-to-children projects.

Science with soul at SCSU
Students and community members alike benefited from an exhibition of
" Science with Soul - African American Scientists and Inventors: Historic
Highlights" that was on display from this summer at SCSU.
Features of the presentation included an extensive timeline of major
contributions to science and society by African American inventors and
scientists. Case studies of 12 contributions to society ranging from the
creation of Elijah McCoy's lubricator cops for steam engines to Jone
Cooke Wright's pioneering chemotherapy research for cancer !realm
were on display. The exhibit also included eight profiles of Twin Citie
scientists and engineers.
The Ethnic Studies Program at SCSU hosted the
which was part of the "Africa" exhibit ot the
Minnesota in 1999. The exhibit was includ
Studies Program's summer comp curriculum,
high school students

OUTLOOK WINTER

SCSU NEWS
Work done by the Center for International Studies might be one of the best-kept secrets on campus
While mony students, faculty, staff and alumni may be aware of
the presence of international students on campus , they may not
realize how far the program has come in recent years. Under
the direction of Dr. Chunsheng Zhang, the program director and
the a ssistant vice president for Academic Affairs/International
Studies , the focus has became much more defined.
"Thi s office serves the internationalization effort on campus,"
Zhang said of the program he took control of in August 1999.
Today, more than 900 international students from more than 80
countries attend SCSU and, between 250 to 300 American
students study abroad , as well. Those numbers put SCSU near
the top 20 of U.S. universities, Zhang said. There are currently
16 study abroad programs at SCSU in l l countries. Africa and
C hile are the newest countries
to be represented.

Dr. Zhang, program director
and the assistant vice
president for Academic
Affairs/International Studies

"I think we will continue to expand the countries we have study
abroad programs in," said Zhang , w ho recently traveled to
Australia to explore beginning a program there.
But beyond hosting international students and sending students
abroad to study, Zhang sees the Center for International Studies
becoming a part of every SCSU student's curriculum. He said his
department is looking for ways to internationalize general
education courses.
" It's an essential experience for students nowadays. In this world
we are becoming so interdependent on each other," he said,
referring to issues such as world peace, global warming and
dealing with the HIV crisis. " It takes the whole human species to
deal with these issues, not iust one culture. International Studies
can further enhance the learning experience for all students. "
Zhang said his office works with almost all of the colleges
on campus .
In his two years at SCSU , Zhang said , the understanding of
faculty, staff and administration has encouraged him.
" International education is an integral part of who we are at
St. Cloud State. We have a long way to go, but we' re making
progress. We want to prepare our students, faculty and staff to
compete in a global environment."

SCSU professor honored
SCSU Professor Carol G. Brink has been honored with the
Eloise M. Jaeger Physical Education Honorary Award , an
annual award given at a breakfast event of the Women 's
Physical Education Alumni Association during the University
of Minnesota Homecoming festivities.
Brink, a professor in the department of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Sports Science, was highly praised
during the ceremony. "This exceptional teacher richly deserves
this award ," said the awards presenter. " She has been teaching
physical education for the last 40 years with an obvious
emphasis in the dance area. "
Twenty-eight of those years have been teaching dance, anatomy,
and kinesiology at St. Cloud State University. Before teaching
here, Brink taught at Columbia Heights Junior High , University
of Wisconsin - River Falls, and the University of Minnesota.
The deserving professor has given generously to SCSU.
She has established both a current scholarship, to which she
makes annual contributions, and an endowed scholarship,
which is to be funded with a bequest in her will.
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SCSU criminal justice professor
Kathleen M. Sweet, Ph.D.,
could not have known the impact her
research would have as she set out to
write a textbook entitled Terrorism and
Airport Security in January 2000 . But the
importance became all too clear on
Sept. 11 , just four days before the text
was scheduled to go to the printer.
When her project first began, Sweet said
the response was lukewarm. " Not too
many people were interested in the work
then, but now everybody is interested. "
The number of speaking invitations Sweet
has received attests to that.

front
Since the day the
rid Trade Cen
were targets of ter ism, Sweet has
and an expert in tlie fields of terroris
media , including KSTP Channel 5 , S
Minnesota Public Radio have intervi
at conferences as far away as the U

ild ings a
the Pentagon
n busy ac ng as a resource
nd airline safety.
rious
ribune, WJON , a
her. She has al spoke n
Kingdom .

Sweet originally set out to write the
ook because sh
s
teaching a terrorism class at SCSU.
class focused on
rything
related to airline safety, including pasMnger, cargo and
issues . The professor, however, could not find a suitable
from
which to teach, so she began writing her own. Her work wil l be
the only textbook on the subject that is a vailable spring semester,
she said.
Whereas airline security speaking engagements were scheduled
immediately following Sept. 11 , anthrax scares moved Sweet
into the forefront of the bioterrorism issue as well. Ironically, the
professor published an article entitled "The Biological Threat:
No Longer Just a Federal Issue" in June 200 l.
Sweet, a retired U.S. Air Force lieutenant colonel , who served
20 years as a judge advocate and intelligence officer, was also
an assistant air attache to the Russian Federation.
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Harry Jackson is one of th e most successful athletes in
St. Cloud State Uni ve rsity foo tball history. On Oct. 13 , 200 1,
the Husky athl eti c departm ent ann ounced the retirement
of jersey # 35 worn by Jackso n du ring hi s ca ree r with
the Huskies.
ln 1989, he stood 5-11 and we ighed 210 pound s. He came to
SCSU from Minneapoli s Roosevelt Hi gh School and made an
immed iate impact on the SCSU football p rogram, rushing for
508 ya rds in his freshman seaso n. Th e next three seasons
would bring him unprecedented success and culm inate wi th
the Husk ies No rth Ce nt ral Con fe rence (NCC) title in 1989.
A four-year letter winner and starter at tailback for the
Huskies, Jackson ran hi s way into the SCSU and NCC reco rd
books from 1986 to 1989. In 1989, he led the H uskies to their
first- ever NCC footba ll title and post-season appearance .
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He com pleted his collegiate career as the SCSU and NCC
all-time leading rusher. He rushed for a school record 4,889
caree r yards, a mark he still holds. In 1989 , he became the
leading rusher in NCC history with 4,212 career yards and
was the first runner in league history to top 4,000 yards. He
was also, at the time, the only player in league history to rush
fo r over 1,000 yards in three straight seasons. Upon th e
compl eti on of his collegiate playing career, he held 11 school
records and had rushed fo r over 100 ya rds 28 times in his
ca ree r. Three times he rushed for over 200 ya rds and he holds
the school record for most rushing yards in a game when he
ran for 337 yards against South Dakota in 1989.
Jackson is a three-time All -NCC pick (four-lime including his
NCC Honorable Mention honors as a freshman) and the 1989
MVP Offensive Back of the league. In 1989, he was named
a Football Gazette First Team All-American and Lillie

All-American Second Team member. He was a King AllAmerican and was named MVP Offensive Pl ayer of the Game
in the King Classic. He was also a finalist for the Harlon Hill
trophy in 1989 , which is given to the top player in NCAA
Division II. He is a two-time Football News All-American
Second Team pi ck, a Football Gaze tte Second Team All American and a College Football Review and Football News
Pre-Season All -A merican. He was the SCSU Team MVP three
straigh t years. He was a 1990 ninth round draft pick of the
Green Bay Packers.
Jackson has a degree in adaptive physical education from
SCSU. On Sept. 9, 2001 , he was inducted into the SCSU
Athletic Hall of Fame.
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1989:
Harlan Hill Finalist, King
All-American, Football Gazette
First Team All-American,
Little American Second Team,
All-North Central Conference
First Team, NCC MVP
Offensive Back.
School records held by Jackson at the conclusion of his career in 1989 :
1988:
Football News Div. II Second
Team All-American, Football
Gazette Second Team
All -American, College Football
Review and Football News
Pre-season All-American,
All-North Central Conference
First Team.

1987:
Football News Div. II
Second Team All-American,
All -North Central Conference
First Team.

1986:
Honorable Mention All-North
Centra l Conference.
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Career Rushing Yards . .
Season Rushing Yards
Game Rushin g Yards
TD's in a Season
TD's in a Game (Tie)
TD's in a Career
Points in a Season
Rush Attempts in a Game
Rush Attempts in a Season
Rush Attempts in a Career
Most Points in a Career

... .. .4,889
........... .... .. ... 1,777 (1989)
........ 33 7 vs. USO (11/4/89)
.............. 16 (1988)
.. .. .. .. .4 VS . MC (11/5/88)
............................ ...... 41
............... .... ...... 90 (1988)
.. .. .38 VS. USO (1 114/89)
.... 323 (1989)
. ................... 970
.... 246

Top game performances in career:
Oct. 3, 1987
.. . .. .... ... .. . .35 carries for 196 ya rds vs. UN O
Oct. 24, 1987
.. .3 1 carri es for 207 yards vs. SDSU
Sept. 24, 1988
... .. ... 34 carries for 209 yards vs . UNC
Oct. 29, 1988
.. ....... 30 carries for 18 1 yards vs . UNO
Oct. 7, 1989
......... 28 carries for 152 ya rds vs. UNO
Oct. 14, 1989
........ 28 carries for 144 yds vs. SDSU
Oct. 21 , 1989
.. .. .. ... 30 carries for 164 yards vs . UNO
Oct. 28 , 1989
................ 34 carries for 148 yards vs. UNO
Nov. 4, 1989 .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .30 ca rries for 337 ya rds vs. USO
Nov. 18, 1989 ............. 37 carries for 172 yards vs. AC in NCAA first round

KATHY M . Bl 5 5 EN ' 8 4

FINE \RT, IND Hl M.INITlfS Lr,lllfcRSHIP AW,\RD

Wi th media experience that began while she was a student working at the
campus television and radio stations, Kathy Bissen's opportunities at
SCSU were diverse. Graduating in 1984, she completed degrees in both
mass communications with the television/radio sequence and speech
commu nications with an oral interpretation emphasis.
Bissen's career path took her to Wisconsin. She first worked al WEAU-TV
in Eau Claire, Wis. for five years as a producer, news anchor and reporter.
She then went to Wisconsin Public Television and worked her way up ,
creating and producing segments. In her next venture, Bissen served as
executive producer of the Wisconsin Collaborative Project and oversaw all
aspects of the production of ten documentaries for national broadcast on
PBS.
Throughout her career, Bissen has received numerous awards . Along with
a host of other recognitions for her work, Bissen was awarded an Emmy
for one of her documentaries. Her production beat out competition from
NBC's Dateline and the Discovery Channel.
The experience she gained al SCSU, Bissen said, was instrumental to her
initial job hunting. "The hands-on experience I gained through the
campus television station, UTVS was incredibly valuable. Because I was
involved with UTVS for three years, I had a significant leg up when I
went job hunting after graduation."

DR . WADE A . BRESNAHAN ' 92

l;RADL\TEOFTIIFlASTDfCIDf,11\,IRI'

Fascination with research and being in a learning environmen t focused on
interaction and direction helped Dr. Wade A Bresnahan prepare for
further education. He graduated from SCSU with an undergraduate
degree in biology, with emphases in genetics and microbiology, in 1992.
He went on to Princeton University where he and fellow Princeton
virologist Thomas Shenk made a groundbreaking discovery that
challenges the definition of a virus. The two scientists discovered that ,
although it was previously thought tha t viruses had either DNA or RNA,
some viruses actually have both of the nucleic aci ds. This discovery could
lead to the development of antivirals, which is perhaps the most
conspicuously absent treatment in modern medicine.
Already in his career, Bresnahan has received several awards and honors.
He has also published numerous articles in scientific journals and
magazines. Bresnahan is currently an assistant professor in the
microbiology department at Uni versity of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center in Dallas.
A focus on family keeps Bresnahan motivated to succeed in all aspects of
his life. His best undergraduate experience , he said , was mee ting his
future wife during his junior year at SCSU.
19

LOWELL W . HELLERVIK ' 56
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While at SCSU, Lowell W Hellervik entertained his fellow classmates
with his participation as "Lou" in the "Lou and Ax Show. " Hel lervik did
find time for his studies, however, and he graduated from St. Cloud State
Un iversity in 1956 with an undergraduate degree in history.
Hell ervik continued his education and received his Ph .D. in educational
psychology from the University of Minnesota in 1968. While still
finishing up his doctorate degree, he helped establish a company in 1967.
Hellervik is now the CEO the company he helped create, Personnel
Decisions lnternational, or POL
The company has become a recognized leader in applying behavioral
sciences to organizations around the world to help them accelerate
individual success, build talent, and improve decisions to meet
their goals .
One of SCSU's most
treasured traditions hos
been to honor alumni
and friends of the university
for out!.landing professional
and personal achievement
Each year, the Alumni
Association selects alumni
who achieve dislinction
through c.oreer achievement,
community involvement or
unique contributions to
SCSU or society These
honorees return to campus
as role models for students.
The Distinguished Alumni
Award was first presented
in 1963 Since !hot lime,
the Alumni Associolion
has established the Alumni
Service Award, !he
Graduate of the Last

Decode [Gold) Award,
and Leadership Awards
for alumni from each of
the colleges
To leom more about
the Alumni Association
Awards or call to make
a nomination, cal! toll free

at 1-866GoHosky
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PD! customers wo rld wide are enjoying recognition as well. Nine of the
ten companies named as America's Most Admired companies by
FORTUNE magazine in 1999 were PD! customers.

THOMAS M. K E LLY ' 75 , ' 79

u)llf<,I <ll·t<t<INl'SSll\PIINlll'A\\.-\RP

A mix of smaller classes, access to professionals, and the "case" school of
business attracted Thomas M. Kelly to SCSU after serving in the Marine
Corps . Kelly graduated wi th an undergraduate degree in business in 1975
and completed his MBA in 1979.
Kel ly went on to work at va rious big name Sil icon Val ley companies, but
he has fou nd his niche at Cisco Systems. He has led the international
company through stages of development using e-Learning, which
provides the company's 350,000 employees across the globe with
necessary training through the Internet. Prior to these new ways of doi ng
thi ngs, employees either waited for classroom training or sifted through
Cisco's 10 million web pages to look for the instruction they needed.
The innovati ve e- Learning ideas Kelly developed have been very beneficial
to the company. Not only do the measures provide greater savings in
training costs, they also lead to higher retention because employees are
able to get the training they need whe n they need it.
It is Kelly's own personality traits that have brought him such great
success, both in the corporate world and in the vol untee r environment.
His inOuence helped create at Cisco. Says one colleague of the SCSU
alumnus, "The ha llmark o f Tom's character is his passion and motivation."

SUSAN E. (KASPER) RIVARD '68, ' 69

COLLECEOfEDUCATIONLE.IDERSHll',\\\ARD

Susan E. (Kasper) Ri vard's college career was marked with character and scholarship . She
received her undergraduate degree in psychology in 1968. She then went directly into a
graduate program at SCSU, being one of the first students to receive a master's degree in
Rehabilitation Counse ling from the university in 1969.
That character and passion for her work continued to be prevalent in Rivard 's life after
graduation. Those characte ristics were likely the catalysts that led her to accept the posi1ion of
program director at Vinland, a rehabilitation center that was struggling with withdrawal of
federal support, in 1988.
Under Ri vard's direction, Vi nland has made tremendous steps in the right direction . The original
five-person staff has grown to the 38-person staff of today. The annual revenue, which was at
only $140,000 when Rivard began, has grown to over $1.6 million . The center has also gained a
statewide reputation fo r high quality that is one-of-a-kind. The distinction does not stop there ,
however.

"Her success in the ve ry speciali zed area of educating disabled people is outstanding in
Minnesota and has had innuence on other centers in the nation," said Eugene Pe rkins, who
designed the SCSU graduate-level program from which Rivard rece ived her degree.

WILL IA M R. SIEBEN ' 7 3

OlSTtNGLJSHcD ALt.M'd A\\ARO

William R. Sieben developed a love of politics and law at an earl y age, growing up the son of
a lawyer who served under va rious state and federal administrations throughout his life. The
younger Sieben brough t his love of politics to SCSU, where he took the debate team to great
he ights. He received a political science degree in 1973, graduating with the highest honors.
Sieben continues to achieve high honors. ln 2000, he received the honor of Super Lawyer
from the magazine Minnesota Law &: Politics. He was chosen among his 23.000 peers,
receiving the most votes for this distinguished award. ln that same yea r, Sieben was named
one of the Best Lawyers in America by Woodward &: White .
Success has been his for the taking since Sieben began practicing law as a personal injury
lawyer wit h Schwebel&: Associates in 1980, which was renamed Schwebel, Goetz&: Sieben
in 1983. Sieben has received the highest achievable award for legal ab ility and faithful
adherence to ethical standards, professional reliability and diligence. He has served in high
positions fo r man y associations related to his field. He has writJ en two books, one of which is
regarded as a defini tive standard on whiplash and neck injuries and he has lectured at law
colleges in Minnesota.

MYRON UM ER SK I ' 6 2 , ' 7 2

,\LU\JNt SfR\ICF A\VARD

With a connection that began while he was a student at SCSU, then named St. Cloud State College,
Myron Ume rski 's contributions to the campus are many. He received his bachelor of science degree
in history and social science in 1962 and a master's of science in history in 1972.
Ume rski's career path kept him connected to SCSU. He began his career at SCSU in 1969 in
the Reco rds and Registration office. He first served as the registra r, but his title evolved to include
Director of Advising and Orientati on and Di rector of Enrollment Management. His title later changed
to Assistant Vice President for En rollment Management before he reti red in 2001 after
30 years of service to the campus community.
Programs that Umerski helped create and implement include the highly successful "New Student
Experience" orientation p rogram, the Academic Advising Administrators, and a successful pilot
program of peer general education advising.
The SCSU community, Ume rski said, offered him learning opportunities that have helped him reach
his successes. "The re was not one si ngle thing at SCSU that changed my life but rather a holistic
environment that, looking back, fo rmed a value system, provided ski lls, and led to successes."
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ALUMNI CLASSNOTES
We remember .. ..

Anniversaries

'23 Lois S. Scharfenberg Cox 98, Sartell, MN

Kathryn Westberg Campbell '48 and David
Campbell '50, Windom , MN married 50 years
on August 30, 2001 .

'26 Katherine Hetherington Peterson, Vadnais Heights, MN
'27 Alyce Bjuge, Minneapolis, MN

'28 Marguerite Hubert Versteeg, Mentone , CA
' 29 Blanche Carpenter Neel, St. Cloud, MN
' 29 Harold Rogers, Jackson , TN
' 36 Herschel Alice Loux Nelson, Willmar, MN

' 38 Patricia Phillips Dawson, Duluth , MN

' 39 Virginia Kaerwer Blackhurst, Santee, CA
' 39 Agnes Rohde Kirkpatrick, foirboult, MN
' 39 Howard R. Walton, St. Cloud, MN
'40 Gordon Olson , St. Petersburg, Fl

'41 Agnes luepker, Brainerd, MN
'42 Margaret Mikhell Zierden, St. Poul , MN

Marriages
Lisa Nuehring'89 and hu sband Terry Beckenbaugh, Lake
Charles, LA, married July 7, 2000.
Lianne Mortin Becker '91 and husband Chris, St. Anthony,
MN , marr ied March 9, 200 l
Karen Simmons Guthrie '91 and husband Durkin ,
Chicago, IL, married July 22, 2000.
Holly Markwardt Raza '92 and Syed Raza '98, Brooklyn
Pork , MN , married October 6 , 2000.
Kari Weivoda Hohn ' 93 and husband Brent, Rochester,
MN , married September 27, 1997.
Brenda Huebsch 8ijnagte '97 and husband Soren,
Minneapolis, MN , married September 18, 1999.

'49 Audrey Weberg Benjamin, Hutchinson, MN
'49 Robert Jomes O'Keefe, Annandale, MN
' 51 Lavonne Olson Anderson, Rapid City, SD
' 51 Calvin Dreier, Minnetonka, MN
' S1 Joyce Ufkin Fairchild, Gory, SD
' S1 Lois Ohman, Walker, MN
'S1 Myrtle L. Walk, Sauk Rapids , MN
' 52 Gene Bormes, Minneapolis, MN
'52 Patricia O' Brien Volkmuth, St. Cloud , MN
' 52 Anna Smith Walsh, Shakopee, MN
'53 Kathryn Jacobs Schmidt 68, Plymouth, MN

'55 Bertha Rodeman Brenny, Rice, MN
' 56 James Campbell, Jackson , Ml

Shannon Swanson Koshiol '97 and husband Corl, Fort
Collins, CO, married June 30, 2001 .
Amy Mefford Purinton '97 and husband Matthew, St.
Poul , MN , married November 6 , 1999.
Brett Sturdevant '97 and wife Ardus Voelker, Carlsbad,
CA, married August l 8, 2001 .
Jason Popowski '98 and Laura French Popowski '98 ,
Blackduck, MN , married July 17, 1999 .
Brod Lasser '99 and Deanna Uzelac Lasser '99, Fargo,
ND, married Nov. 11 , 2000.
Ryan Fahrmann '00 and Rikki Hensley Fahrmann '00,
Mounds View, MN , married June 16, 2001 .
James Freeland '00 and Stacy L. Byers Freeland '00,
Maple Grove , MN , married June 24 , 2000.
Eric Zierdt '00 and Julia Swisher Zierdt '00, Eden Prairie ,
MN , married November 4 , 2000.

' 58 Austin Arnold Anderson, Redmond , WA
'64 Michael L. Livingston, Minneapolis, MN

'65 Beverly Gunler Gough, Plymoulh , MN
'66 Judith Becker Cheeley, SI. Clo,d, MN
'67 Roger Bartz, Eagon, MN

Megan Jahns Hirman '01 and Josh Hirman '01 , Brooklyn
Center, married August 3 , 2001 .
Heather Stobb Roose '01 and husband Jayme Roos, Wa ite
Park , MN , married August 4 , 200 1.
Amy Gunnerson Witter '01 and Michael Witter '01 ,
Eagan , MN , married June 23 , 2001.

'68 Carol Seaberg 85, Anoka , MN
'74 Thomas Roeker, Woite Pork, MN
'74 Margaret Solynijes 49, West St. Paul , MN
'74 Nancy Bodin Welgan, Nisswa , MN

Births
Kevin Schlueter '81 , adopted Jessica Daniela , from
Romania on August 20, 2000.

'80 Katie Gross 48, Anoka, MN
'83 Kim M. Tabbert, Inver Grove Heights, MN
'87 Barbara Oftedahl Ruark, Monticello, MN
'88 Sarah Beneke, Glencoe, MN

Michael E. Owings ' 82 and wife Kimberly, High Point,
NC , daughter, Abigail , Dec . 2000.
LuAnne Leddy Chandler '83 and husband Dennis,
St. Cloud, MN , daughter, April 18, 2001 .

'98 Ron Lydeen, SI. Clo,d, MN

Cheryl Karlson '83 and husband Steve, Maple Grove,
MN , daughter, Anna Katherine , July 3, 2001 . Other
Children, Ro bert John .

Staff we remember. ..

Kathy Bissen '84 and husband Pete, Mad ison, WI ,
daughter, Malia , Dec . 14, 2000.

Dorothy Somue l, St. Cloud, MN, odjunct instructor,
Criminal Justice Deportment.

Tom Meyer ' 87 and wife Carol , Boxier, MN , doughier,
Amy, Ap,;I 24 , 2001 .
Pam Hall Guck ' 85 and husband Tim , Stillwater, MN , son,
Joc k Kenneth , April 6, 200 I . Other Children, Adam 11
and Emi ly 6 .
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Michael Pelto ' 85 and wife N ikki , Oakdale, MN, son ,
Brandon Richard , June 12, 200 l
Ronald Kaczor '87 and wife Ruth , St. Cloud , MN ,
daughter, April 4 , 2001 .
Dione Dew ey Wolfe ' 87 and husband Eric , St. Cloud,
MN , son , August 2 , 2001 .

Alumna's upbeat attitude
yields success

Scott Powers '88 and Nancy Dyson Powers ' 88, Sartell ,
MN , daughter, August 15 , 200 1
Gregory Stepan '88 and wife Jeanelle, St. Cloud , MN ,
son, August 21 , 2001.
Troy Evenson '89 and wife Jennifer, Chaska , M N ,
daughter, Kennedi El izabeth, June 12, 200 1.
Darren Goard '89 and wife Vicki, Sartell , MN , son,

October 12, 2001.
Monica Anderson Fooe '90 and husband Charles, Mesa ,
AZ, daugh ter, Emily Alia , Nov. 24, 2000. Other
Children , Moya 2.
Daw n Peterson Holler '90 and John Holler ' 89, Sartell ,
MN , daughter, October 8 , 2001.
Kevin Johnson '90 and Lucretia Johnson '92, St. Cloud ,
MN , daughter, September 29 , 2001 .
Deonna Weinrich Kabliska '90 and husband Matt, Sartell ,
MN , son , John Andrew, Oct. 1, 2000.
Barbaro Stock Koenig '90, and husband Cletus,
Clearwater, MN , son , Ryan Matthew, August 3, 2001
Karin Henningsgoord Roberts '90 and husband Scott,
Rogers, MN , daughter, Kyleigh Groce, June 26, 2001
Other Chi ldren , Taylor Nicole 4 and Mackenzie
Kristi ne 2
Jeff Sommer '90 and wife Heidi , Cory, NC , son, Joseph
Andrew, Aug . 26 , 2000.
Jim Stigmon '90 and wife Katrina , St. Cloud , M N , son ,
Ethan Jomes, October 30, 2001 .
Robb Bates '91 and wife Amiee, St. Cloud, MN , adopted
daughter, Anamaria Paz, April 22 , 2000, from Ecuador.
Kelly Jons '91 and wife Donelle , Mound , M N , son,
Hunter Daniel , September 18, 2001
Tino Lorson Morin '91 and husband Paul , Eagan , M N ,
daug hter, Sarah , June 18, 2001 .
Eric Peterson '91 and Tino Hom Peterson '93,
Minneapolis, MN , daughter, An ika , October 29 , 2001
Amy Kieffer Solazar '91 and husband Julio, Farmington ,
MN , daughter, Amanda Grace, March, 31 , 200 l
Mory Schluender Sollond '91 and husband Mark, St.
Cloud , MN , son , Martin, Feb. 4 , 2000. Other Children ,
Matthew Moy 22 , 1998 .
Keith Wolfe '91 and wife Shanon , Rice, MN , da ughter,
September 7, 2001 .
Christine Bachmann Henning '92 and husband Michael ,
St. Cloud, MN , son , Tyler, October 28 , 2001 .
Teresa Fasching Jagodzinski '92 and husband Wade,
Howard Lake, M N , daugh ter, Anno , April 6 , 2001 Other
chi ldren, Ju lia 2 .
Lisa Schreifels Kuhn '92 and husband Paul , St. Cloud ,

Krista Vi/inskis (center} pictured
with the Gigolo Aunts

"I never thought I would run
my own company," chuckled
Krista Vi linskis '94. Events in
her life changed that outlook,
however, and she learned
to take chances and embrace
a "What have I got to lose7"
attitude.

Vilinskis was diagnosed with thyroid cancer in 1999. At the time, she was
working for an independent record label in Minneapolis. Like many in the
music industry, she did not have health insurance and mounting medical
bills left her heavily in debt. The Twin Cities music community responded,
sponsoring a benefit concert in her honor that raised funds to cover the
cost of the medical treatment. With the monetary support of her colleagues
and the moral support of her friends and family, Vilinskis won her battle
with cancer. It was a victory that taught the SCSU alumna the importance
of taking risks.
"If you don't take the chance," she says, "you won't know if you could
have been successful. " Following that philosophy, Vilinskis decided to start
her own music distribution and promotion company.
Along with a supportive staff that stuck with her in her entrepreneurial
pursuits, she started Tinderbox Music. The company has three full-time
staff members and a variety of interns, many of whom are SCSU students.
Tinderbox Music provides promotion and distribution services for talent
on the Minneapolis music scene. Company services range. "We sort of
chameleon to the needs of our clients," she said.
Vilinskis' interest in the music industry began while she was a student
studying in the Alnwick, England, program She became interested in the
popular British music of the time and sought out music opportunities once
she was back on campus. Vilinskis became part of the campus radio
station , KVSC, and was soon successfully producing a television show she
fashioned after MTY, complete with interview segments.
It is her personal commitment and vitality for life that makes Vi lin skis'
story an interesting one. Perhaps KVSC station manager and personal
friend Jo McMullen said it best. "He r story is such a great success on so
many levels."

MN, doughier, July 31 , 2001.
Tracy Kragt Larsen '92 and husband Becker, M N ,
daughter, October 19 , 2001 .
Jody Peterson Ruen '92 and husband Tim , la nsboro, MN,
son, Connor, April 9, 2001
Jason Becker '93 and Melissa N elson Becker '93 ,
St. Cloud , M N , son , October 14, 2001.
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Births, cont.
Gwen Bouer Cater '93 and husband Jaymie, St. Louis

Park, MN , daughter Sydney O livio , May 19, 2001.
Susan Rosenow Cebulla '93 and husband David,
Belgrade, MN, son , Thaniel Eli. Other children , Tyler 9 ,
Tucker 7, Tom 4 .
Deon Heltemes '93 and Monica Schonrock Heltemes '9 4 ,

Eagan , daughter, Anna Elise, June 21 , 2001

Kelly Zevitz Kippels '93 and husband Jeffery, Burnsville,
MN, son , Ben [amin , February 27 , 2001 .
Scotto Hanson Larsen '93 and Scott Larsen '93 , Eagan,
MN , daughter, Lily, December 13, 2000.

Cousins David Matthew Chandle r (left), son of Heidi
Jen Filler Libbesmeier '93 and Jeff Libbesmeier '92,
So. St. Poul , MN son , Jack Thomas, February 27, 2001 .
Karen Kvick Peterson '93 and Neil Jason Peterson '91 ,
Marshall, MN, daughter, Olivia Lyn, Nov. 21 , 2000

Susan Bailey Shepard '93 and husband John , St. Cloud ,
MN , son , August 20, 2001 .
Rhonda Huhne-Thovson '93 and Eric Thovson '90,
Hutchinson , MN, daughter, Bella , June 12, 2001.
Michelle Bitzer Walgren '93 and husband Kevin, Fridley,
MN , son , Jacob Allen , April 21 , 2000.
Paul Weinmann '93 and wife Marlene , Paynesville, MN,
son , September 16, 200 l
Charles Berube '94 and wife Debra , Atwater, CA, son ,
William Lawton , April 20, 2001

Pertlicek Chandler '90 and M ike Chandler '93, and
Nicholas Harold Heller, son of Maria Chandler Heller
'86 and Dan Heller, don their new "Husky Pup"
t-shirts. Along with having ties to SCSU through their
parents, these youngsters have another connection .
Their aunt Paula Chandler Eckerman works in the
SCSU Foundation office.
Coll the alumni office at (320) 255-3 177 or toll free
1-866-GoHusky (4 64-8759) to get a I-shirt sent to
your future SCSU Husky.

Margaret Schwortz Vesel '96 and husband Nathan ,
Vadnais Heights, MN , daugh ter, Olivio , February 16,
2001

Lindo Aschenbrenner Kroll '94 and husband Duane,
Royalton , MN , son , October 6, 2001 .

Suson Ann Chock Austin '97 and husband Christopher,
Silverdale, WA, daugh ter, Anno Colleen , May 24, 2001.
Other children , Coi lin 2 .

Heother Wosmund Bonnemo '94 and husband Stacey,
Willmar, MN son , Thomas Joseph , December 6, 2000.

Holly Dissell Benson '97 and husband Abraham , St.
Cloud , MN , son , Tristan, April 27, 2001.

John Thompson '94 and wife Kendra , Waite Park, MN ,
daughter, August 15, 2001 .

Andrew Beuning '97 and wife Tino , St. Cloud , MN ,
daughter, Breanna Morie, August 11 , 2000.

Poh"icio Mohs Voigt '94 and husband Gory, Clear Lake,
MN, son, October 8, 2001 .

Joel Holey '97 and w ife Melissa, Little Falls, MN , son ,
August 27, 2001.

Richard Elsenpeter '95 and wife Lisa , Jordan , MN ,
doughtec, Ashley, July 14, 200 I .

Jenny Kilkelly Killmer '97 and Poul Killmer '97, Avon ,
MN , twins boy and girl, October 3, 2001.

John Garceou '95 and wife Kari , St. Cloud, MN , twin
sons, April 14, 2001.

Heidi Milow Sanderson '97 and husband Donie l,
daughter, Brooklyn , July 22 , 1999.

Joseph David Johnson '95 and wife Michelle, Apple
Valley, MN, daugh ter, Natal ie May, March 19, 2001.

Jodi Robertson Seifert '97 and husband William ,
Minneapol is, MN , daughter, Groce Margaret, February
13 , 2001.

Holli Wilson Boelz '96 and husband Erik, Sartell , MN,
son, Hunter, October 5, 2000.
Jon Bueckers '96 and Tiffany Sershen Bueckers '95,
Maple G rove, MN , son , Jon , April 20, 2001.
Mercie Hansen Bouchie '96 and husband Brad , Sauk
Rapids, MN, son , September 7, 2001 .

Melisse Hood White '97, and husband Scott, Kuwait,
daughter, Emma Elizabeth , Moy 12, 2001.
Russ Bailey '98 and Amy Kopperude '97, Baltimore, MD ,
daughter Greto , June l 0, 2001 .
Melissa Mergen Poh"ick '98, and husband , Sartell , MN ,
daughter, Jordyn, October 29, 2001

Kevin Jorgenson '96 and Michelle Eisenlohr Jorgenson
'93, Owatonna, MN , son, Payton Michael, December 6,
2000.

JoAnne R. Gardinier Pierce '98 and husband Lee, Foley,
MN , son , Christopher, June 22 , 2000.

Andra Weeres Knopek '96 and husband Brion , Sartell ,
MN, daughter, Jul ia Ann, March l 1, 200 l .

Dustin Thostenson '98 and wife Cathy, Des Moines, IA,
daughter, Chloe , September 19, 2000.

Deon Kron '96 and Stacie Gruber Kron '95, Cold Spring ,
MN, son, July 29 , 2001.

Caroline Kornmonn Moe '99 and husband Scott, Moro ,
MN, son , Erik Anders , June 12, 2001.

Shelly Hechtel Olson '96 and husband Christopher,
Kimball, MN, daughter, April l 8, 200 l.

Ryon Fohrmonn '00 and Rikki Hensley '00, Moundsview,
MN, daughter, Haley Ann, October 16, 2000.

Shown Pollard '96 and wife Lou ra , Foley, MN , son,
Zachary, November 2000.

Patrick Gross '00 and wife Michelle, Los Vegas , NV,
daughter, Kathryn Elizabeth , June 2 1, 2001 .

Lisa Paulsen Trombley '96 and husband Greg , Sartell ,
MN, son, August 14, 2001 .

Amy Von Beck '01 and husband Michael , Avon, MN , son ,
August 23 , 2001 .

Nicole Rierson '01 and husband Mark, St. Cloud, MN,
daughter, September 5, 2001

Jacob Stock '01 and Ta,a Stock '01 , St. Claud, MN,
daughter, October 2, 2001.

Business, Promotions & Graduations

History Revisited

Robert Sieving '65 '71 , Minnetonka, MN, president of
ACDA of Minnesota, director of the Augsburg Men's
Chorus in Minneapolis, MN.

It took 35 years, but curiosity eventually got the
best of Sandy Shanks '65.

Carl E. Hinrichs '66, Harrison , AR, retiring after 34 years
with the National Park Service. Assignments included the
Grand Canyon, Olympic National Park and Everglades
Notional Park and others.
Steven H. Puck '67, Seville, OH, is senior vice president
and chief marketing officer of Renaissance Health Pion in
Cleveland, OH.
Sally Jo Houkom Baumgartner '72, St. Cloud, MN, is a
new board of director for The land of lakes Council.

James "Bob" May '72, Bigelow, AR, professor at the
University of Arkansas, Little Rock.
Deloris Mae Warren Symalla '73, long Prairie, MN,
is retiring ofter 44 years of leaching.
Tim Anderson '74, Edina , MN, has recently had his
first book published, The Gift of Time, and is working
on a second.
Bruce Bruchman '74, Glendale, AZ, is director of risk
management for Swift Transportation Corporolion in
Phoenix, AZ.
M ike Obler '74, Hastings, MN, retired after teaching
sophomore English al Hastings High School for 29 years.
He taught a total of 33 years.
Rev. Greg Haage '77, Golden Volley, MN, is currently
a music minister, pastor, psalmist, worship leader,
songwriter, recording artist, and author for
UP FRONT Ministries.
Debra Ost '77, Mendota Hights, MN, is a medical
technologist at Health Partners in Eden Prairie.
Renee Wyffels '78 , South Haven, MN, completed her
21st year with the Annandale School District.
Judy Henning Zetterlund '78, St. Cloud, MN, graduated
from the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce 20002001 Leadership conference.

In 1961 the history buff received a book as a
high school graduation gift which chronicled
a World War II naval battle of Savo lsland. Even after devouring its contents
twice, Shanks was left with many unanswered questions. The young man,
however, did not have time to worry about the questions at the time. He
had things he needed to do.
Shanks went on to St. Cloud State University, completing a degree in
comprehensive social studies with a history emphasis. After graduation
he became a history teacher, and then he tried a host of other careers.
Eventually Shanks joined the Marines and was relocated to California,
where he lives today with his wife, Florence.
It was years later, after retirement, that Shanks recalled his questions about
the book. Searching for a new challenge, the history teacher decided to
research and write a book focusing on the elements of the story that
continued to pique his interest. The Bode Testament is the patriotic result
of that effort. It is a work of heavily documented historical fiction focused
on Captain Howard D. Bode, whom Shanks believes received history's
censure undeservedly.
He stresses that although the book is about a common subject, it employs a
unique storytelling twist. "Yes, it is another book on World War II," Shanks said,
"but it is unique because it is not about the battle, but about its aftermath."

The Bode Testament is available online at BarnesandNoble.com and
Amazon.com. The SCSU alumnus is currently writing another piece
of work entitled Impeachment , which places recent headlines in a work
of contemporary fiction .

Kathleen Crawford '79, Waite Park, MN, is a new board
of director for The Land of Lakes Council.
Jay A. Johnson '79, Maple Grove, MN, retired from
active military duty after 20 years and is now the vice
president of Risk Management & Administrative Services
for Xcel Energy in St. Paul, MN.
Koren Larson Johnson '80, Maple Grove, MN, retired
from active military duty after 20 years and is now the
volunteer ministry coordinator for Advent Lutheran Church
in Maple Grove, MN.

Donors and recipients
spend time together
Donors Don Stein '57
and Norma Stein '58

enjoy lunch and
conversation with

Kim Lillehaug '80 , South Hoven , MN, is in his 21st year
with Gruys, Borden, Carlson, CPA's, in Monticello.
Gail Lubahn '80, Winona, MN, has joined Saint Mary's
Press as a soles associate. She served as on educator for
over 20 years.
Tom Gavaras '81 , Orono, MN, was promoted to director
of Shows and Events for Minnesota Monthly Publications
in Minneapolis, MN.

recipients of the Don

and Norma Stein

Scholarship. Current
Stein Scholars Kristin

Bathke, Erin Moch and
Leah Motzko each
receive $5,000
annually for four years.

Kevin Schlueter '8 1, Sycamore, IL, is currently working as
plant manager at General Electric in Dekalb, IL.
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Business, Promotions
& Graduations, cont.
Tammy Timm '81 , Houston , TX, is working as a senior

Dan Kellogg '91 , Iowa City, IA, completed M.S.E. degree
in College Student Development and Adm inistration in
May 2001 form the University of Wisconsin - Lo Crosse .
Tracy Schirmers'91 , Blaine, MN , is employed by the

financial analyst for El Paso Corporation .

Minnesota Workforce Center-Anoka County as a senior
vocational counselor.

Kristian Berg '82, St. Paul, MN , works as a free-lance

Kim Carlson '92, San Francisco, CA, accepted to masters

Yideo p roducer for Twin

Cities Public TV Inc.

Don Gadow '82, Annandale, MN , retired professor
from W inona State University's English Deportment after
15 years.

Stephanie Warren Jussila '84 '94, St. Cloud , MN, is a
new board of director for The Land of lakes Council.

Timothy Schroer '85, St. Cloud , MN , is a new board of

program in East Asian Studies at University of Son
Francisco .

Brian Merhar '92, Woodbury, MN , received a master of
science degree in professional school counseling this past
Moy fromMinnesoto State University, Mankato. He has
accepted a position in school counseling at White Bear
Lake High School , North Campus.

director for The Land of Lakes Council.

Delora Koski Musech '92, Clearwater, MN , graduated

Steve Huberty '86, St. Cloud , MN , graduated from the St.

from the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce 20002001 l eadership conference .

Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce 2000-200 l
Leadership conference.

Dawn Ackland Kuhl '93, Cold Spring , MN , graduated

Pam Richards Lindberg '86, Monticello, MN , is o new

from the St. Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce 20002001 Leadership conference .

board of director for The Land of Lakes Council.

Craig Pepple '93, Son Romon , CA, is founder and vice

Jon Trettel '86, Minnetonka, MN , is senior vice president

president of Technology of Christianity.com.

of Creative Services Mpls/ SF Jmagicast.

Nicolyn Leone Rajala '93, Rockville, MN , has recently had
Mary Christen Czech '87, St. Joseph , MN , is currently o
freelance writer.

first book publ ished in July 2000. So me Like it Hot: the
Sauna , its Lore and Stories.

Shaun Erickson '87, Norcross, GA, is general manager

Jennifer Sanderson Skifton '93, Savage, MN , worked for

for Case Poper Co.

two years in research at the U of M , then went to
Pharmacy School. She currently w orks as o pharmacist for
PCS Health Systems in Burnsville .

Matt Brokl '88, Apple Volley, MN, hos become a
shareholder in the low firm of Campbell Knutson, P.A.
in Egoen , MN , where he specializes in municipal
low as a litigoter.

JJ. Murray '88, Eden Prairie, MN , was named news
director at KDLT TV in Sioux Falls.

David Francis '89,

Eden Prairie, MN , is employed by the
Toro Company as a senior manager of strategy and
research.

Bob Matz

'89, Marshalltown , IA, hos recently accepted a
teaching position at the High School in Marshalltown and
will be teaching social studies and coaching football.

Poul Schoenberg '89, has been named director of
emergency Trauma Center at St. Cloud Hospital.

Daniel Storkamp '89, Woodbury, MN, is employed by the
MN Department of Corrections as an interagency
management un it coordinator.
Kerry Hoeschen '90, Honolulu , HA, has recently accepted
the position of science education specialist with the
Bishop Museum in Honolulu. She will be producing
museum programs and planetarium shows for sites around
the country.

resident and community relations manager for the Palm
Beach County Housing Authority. She oversees all of the
resident and sen ior services for the public side .

Wendy Knaffa '94, Sauk Rapids , MN , hos accepted the
new position of marketing coordinator for the Rasmussen
College System .

Joe Stewig '94, Panama City, FL, recently graduated form
Auburn University with a master's degree in fisheries
ecology and management . Working as a Fisheries
Biologist for the Florida Fi sh and Wildlife Conservation
Commission in Panama City, FL.

Amber Vacha '95 , Oakdale , MN , wo rking for
ABC/Disney in M inneapolis, MN .

Jennifer Gjertson Denzin '96, Saugus, CA, sen ior photo
editor for Worner Bros. International Television.

Scott Denzin '96, Saugus , CA , Online Bay Edit A ssist for
Woodholly Productions in Hollywood , CA .

Jennifer Grotte '96, Shoreview, MN , business aupport
trainer at l utheron Brotherhood in Minneapoli s, MN .

Kevin Quinlivan '90, St. Cloud, MN, is a new board of

Morten Haugland '96, completed m.ed . and ph .d . in

director for The Land of Lakes Council.

special education from Ohi o State University, summer
of 2000. He is currently an assistant professor in the
Department of Ed ucation al Otterbein College in
Westerville, O H.

Sharon Hinde Ruhland '90, Robbinsdale, MN, was deputy
campaign manager / communications director for Mark
Dayton for Minnesota, U.S. Senate Campaign .

Glenn Seaberg '90, Oakdale, MN, marketing
communications manager at Sistine Software, Inc. in
Minneapol is, MN .

Stoey A. Bennett '91 , Oskaloosa , IA, has earned the
Certified in Financial Management, CFM from the Institute
of Certified Management Accountants in Montvale, NJ.

Karen Simmons Guthrie '91 , Ch icago, IL, promoted to
vice president associate Media Director at Foote, Cone
and Belding Advertising.
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Joan C. Kelsey '94, Lake Worth , FL, is currently the

Kristie K. Hartung '97, Santa Monico, CA, is a cl ient
analyst with Goldman Sachs & Co .
John Kaluza '97, Crystal , MN, is employed by Rexton ,
Inc., as a territory manager.

Keely O'Brien '97, Scottsdale, AZ, trade show and event
coordination representative for Conference Coordnatiors,
Inc.

Jennifer Pierstorff '97, LoCrosse, WI , works at LoC rosse
County Sheriff Deportment as a guard.

Amy Purinton '97, St. Paul, MN, received ma sters deg ree
in elementary education from the University of St. Thomas

on July 24, 2001.
Melissa Hood White '97, Kuwait, will be starting her 4th
year of teach ing 5th graders a t on elementary school in
Kuwait.
Molly Wilson '97, Woodbury, MN , is employed by U.S.
Senator Paul Wellstone as on outreach coordinator/ policy
liaison .
Julie Bruns '98 '01 , Huntsville, TX, is attending Som
Houston Stale University to get her PhD. in crimi nal
justice.
Grant R. Fjosne '98, Eagon , MN , received American
Express financial Advisor's Mercury Awa rd which
recognized his outstand ing accompl ishments in 2000 .
Michael Kohler '98, Woodbury, MN , appointed manager
for institutional retirement plans, for Minnesota Life in
St. Paul , MN.
Nicole Vandergriff Middendorf '98, Rogers, MN, recently
completed a special ized educa tion program in
professional divorce plan ning and is now a Certified
Divorce Planner worki ng for Morgon Stanley in Wayzata ,
MN. She was also honored as one of the Top Te n
Volunteers of Morgan Stanley's Volunteer Progra m, What
a Difference a Day Makes. She spent 1,395 volunteer
hours lost year serving her community.
Jason Popowski '98, Blackduck, MN , is a wildland fire
fighter for the U.S. Forestry Service.
Jennifer Santoro-Bovitz '98, St. Poul , MN , received a
juris doctor degree from Wi lliam Mitchell College of law
Moy 20.

Jason Walker '98, Marquette, Ml , opened his own Filter
Queen offi ce in Sept. 2000 . Filter Queen Tomorrow
Newsletter is a quarterly newsletter that goes out
Nation wide.
Einar Jorgensen '99, Lakeville, MN is an advertising
executive for Li llie Suburban Newspaper.
Brad Lasser '99, Fargo, N D, residence hall director at
North Dakota State University.
Jean Burgraff Michael '99, Sauk Rapids, MN, moth
meocher at Apollo High Sc hool.
Tina Diedrich '00, Sauk Rapids, MN , assistant appraiser
for Diversified Real Estate Services.
Doniel Dziekciowski '00, Golden Valley, MN, insti tutional
trust adm inistra tor for Wells Fargo Institutiona l Trust
and Custody.
Cind Elifrits '00, St. Cloud , MN, is the resource
development manager at United Woy of Central
Mi nnesota .
James Freeland '00, Maple Grove, MN , associate IT
auditor for Carlson Compan ies in Minneapolis, MN.
Joji G. Ginete '00, Oma ha , NE , vocational evaluation
and assessment specialist for Community Alliance in
Omaha, NE.

Small Town Roots
to Big City Success
Such is the case fo r a Fergus Falls
native who received a degree fro m
SCSU in 1986. Bill Hatling started
his education at Fergus Falls
Community College and
completed his B.S. degree at SCSU
in Graphic Design .
As is the case with many students, Hatling wasn't sure what his major
should be. He had previous experience at a print shop and found he
enjoyed ad sales. After switching from speech communications to mass
communications, he settled on graphic design. "That was back in
the old days of keylines, before the onset of computer graphics,"
he laughed. ln addition, th roughout his time at SCSU, he pursued
his love of music. He performed as the drummer for the SCSU Jazz Band .
"The band traveled to Europe and I loved it. Between my music and my
major, the depth of my experience became broad . I came out of college
with a solid direction."
Bill moved on to gain valuabl e experi ence as an account executive for a
small agency and then as a marketing manager fo r a mid -size national
manufacturing company. In August of 1988, he teamed up with a former
colleague and established Harling & Thomas Adve rtising (H&T). He has
continued to grow and develop the agen cy through the years and has
recently directed the focu s of his team to brand development.
The agency's client list includes DeZurik/Copes-Vulcan , several divisions
of 3M, SpeeDee Delivery Service, US Link, Marco, CentraCare Health
System, Heartland Hybrids and the St. Cloud Technical College.
"I love managing and growing my own company. Our specialty in brand
development has become particularly satisfying. My education at SCSU
and my family background has given me a solid foundation to build from
in my career. "
Bill's wife, Kim, received her B.S. degree in therapeutic rec reation from
SCSU in 1985 and is currently the new business specialist for H&:T.
They have two children , Maxwell , 7, and Hannah , 3.

Jim Haider '00, Hopkins, MN, inventory con trol supervisor
for Best Buy Company in Bloomi ngton , MN.
Mohomed S. Jabir '00, Golden Valley, MN , database
operations analyst for PROVELL in Minneapolis, MN.
Joel R. Kadlec '00, Waite Park, MN, parts ma nager for
Ford Quality Core Service Center in St. Cloud , MN .
Charlene Manship '00, l ittle Canada , MN, me mber
services and programs assistantat Better Business Bureau
in St. Pau l, MN .

---
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Jennifer Nolan '00, Plymouth, MN , accountant for Ritchie,
Luukkmen, Campbell & Co. in M inneapolis, MN .

Nicole Keegan-Fellows '01 , Rapid City, SD, w ill be
leaching 6th grade science for the Rapid City School
District.
Aaron Klemmensen '01 , Coon Rapids, MN , is employed
at Rider Bennett Law Firm working with records and
informa tion systems .

Emily Nordhus '00, Plymouth , MN, is a marketing/cl ient
administrator at LDA Learning Center in St. Louis Park.

Meghan Alayne Lang '01 , Rochester, MN, is a finance

Rebecca Pruse '00, Herman , MN, associate programmer

Kristina Larson '01 , Little Falls, MN is a recruiter for the

trainee at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester.

for Target Corporation in Plymouth , MN.

Army National Guard in St. Cloud.

Laura Schwartz '00, St. Louis Park, MN , staff accountant auditor for McGlodrey & Pullen in Minneapolis, MN.

Joanna Lowinger '01 , N ew Brighton , MN, traffic assistant

Cheryl Winkelman '00, Wilmot, SD, is a music teacher at
Wilmot Schools.

Marisa Adler '01, Sauk Rapids, MN, is the
Communication Specialist for the SCSU Alumni and
Foundation Center in St. Cloud, M N .

Juliana Azhar-Phoon '01, Minnetonka, MN, is a team

lo, WFTC - FOX 29 TY.
Melissa Maciej '01 , East Bethel, MN , is a staffing
specia list at Manpower in Plymouth .

Veronica Lucio Maldonado '01, Hastings, MN , parent
educator in Special School District #6, specializing in
pregnant mothers to infants and toddlers.

assistant for Clark/Bardes Consulting in Minneapolis.

Eric Montag '01 , Waite Pork, MN, is working of Target as
on executive team leader.

Roberto Bennett '01 , Sioux Falls, SD, youth supervisor -

James Newman '01 , St. Cloud, MN , is the

residential for Volunteers of America - Turning Point in
Sioux Falls, SD.

Rebecca J. Bohm '01, Eden Prarie, MN, quality prog rams
for Wells Fargo Home Mortgage in Minneapolis, MN

Robert Clayton Carrell '01 , Lufkin, TX, works for Pilgrims
Pride os an operations supervisor.

Terry Christensen '01 , Waite Park, MN, account executive
for Charter Media in St. Cloud , MN.

Joy Fitzsimons '01 , Fennimore, W I, is attending
graduate school at University Michigan , Ann Arbor
for Social Work.
Jack Fong '01 , Eden Prairie, MN, works at RELS Company
as a business analyst.

Daniel E. Ford '01 , Burnsville, MN, is a teacher at

ISD #196 .
Melissa Frank '01 , Foley, MN, is a toddler teacher a t
Metris-Metris Kids in Minnetonka.

Matthew Furzland '01 , Princeton, MN , is employed at
Famil ies for Effective Autism (FEAT) of Minnesota as a
mental health proctioner and senior behavior therapist. He
is a life-time member of The National Society of Collegiate
Scholars and is a member of The Association for Applied
Behavior Analysis.

Beth Gergen '01, Hastings , MN, works at HealthPartners
as a research specialist in Minneapol is.

Sara Gostanzik '01 , Roseville, MN, is a softlines executive
for Target Corporation in Brooklyn Park.

secretory/treasurer for SNCI Health Services, Inc.

Dovid Olmstead '01 , Champlin, MN , is a special
education teacher for the Minnetonka Public Schools.

Elizabeth Pa stien '01 , Plymouth, MN, human resources/
customer service for General Mills in Golden Valley.

Allison Petricka '01 , Sonia Clarita, CA, is on account
manager at Moore & Associates in Valencia, CA.

Melissa Rasmussen '01 , Barnum , MN , was hired at Arthur
Andersen as o staff accountant in Minneapolis.

Stacy Roller '01 , Hom Lake, MN, recen tly hired at H.B.
Fuller Company in St. Paul as a chemist.

Heother Stobb Roos '01 , Waite Pork, MN, is o patient
care-extender al St. Cloud Hospital and is also on EMT for
Gold Cross Ambulance .
Robert Ruprecht '01 , St. Cloud, MN, is a new account
executive at Voicestreom Wireless in Minneapolis.
Michael Schock '01 , Gray Court, SC, is a computer
engineer al Fuji Photo Film , Inc

Michelle Leigh Scott '01 , Chanhassen, MN, works at
Minnetonka Middle School as a special education
teacher.

Jennifer Sicard '01 , Andover, MN , residential tax assessor
for Anoka County Assessors Office in Anoka.

Lorry Lee Strother '01 , Minneapolis, MN , is in the
computer science PhD . program at the University
Minnesota.

of

Elizabeth Granger '01 , St. Cloud , MN, is a marketing
coord ina tor for M id-American Festivals in Shakopee.

Loree E. Stueber '01 , Eden Prairie, MN, works at USBank

Steve Hartmann '01 , Grand Junction, CO , works for

Lisa Wallwork '01 , St . Cloud, MN , will teach 7th and 8th
grades at Kimball High and Middle Schools.

Strand Aviation as a flight instructor

John Holt '01 , Stillwater, MN, is employed at Stringer
Business Systems in Eogan,as an inventory control
accountant.

in St. Paul .

Stephanie Wellman '01 , Moose Lake, MN, science
teacher at Moose Lake Community Schools .
Melissa Welsh '01 , Coon Rapids, MN , works at the

reporter at KIMT-TV in Mason City, IA.

University of St. Thomas as deportment secretary of the
social work department.

Ann Jarovski '01, Minneapolis, MN, is a DAPE teacher

Michael Witter '01 , Eagan, MN, is employed at

lo, ISD 916 .

Minnesota Life in St. Paul as a programmer analyst.

Katie Hudspeth '01, Mason City, IA, works as a news

Brenda Johnson '01, St. Cloud, MN, will be working at
Tech High School in St. Cloud as o moth teacher.

Leah Kadelbach

'01 , Buffalo Lake, MN is employed of
Ridgewoter College as on admissions representative.
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